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NONLINEAR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM FOR A SYSTEM 
OF NONLINEAR ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
ZDENEK KosEK, Praha 
(Received March 27, 1983) 
INTRODUCTION 
We shall investigate a system of nonlinear differential equations with a special 
type of stable nonlinear boundary conditions. We suppose that by means of this 
system we can define a monotone operator T with a potential J. We seek a weak 
solution in the set M, a subset of a Sobolev space V. This set M is not a subspace 
because we consider nonlinear boundary conditions. The variational formulation 
of a weak solution is obtained in terms of the derivative of the functional J along 
the curves passing through the point of its minimum, and the test functions are 
taken from the set Mu, which is the manifold tangent to the set M at the point u. 
The proof of existence is not too difficult, but to the author's knowledge no similar 
theorem is known for a monotone operator with nonlinear boundary conditions. 
For this formulation it seems to be essential that the corresponding Sobolev space V 
be an algebra and that the identical imbedding V to C be completely continuous, 
which implies that every bounded closed part of the set M is weakly compact. This 
is the reason why we restrict ourselves to ordinary differential equations. 
The main result is Theorem 4.1 in Section 4, where we give a sufficient condition 
for "local" uniqueness of the weak solution. This condition is a relation between the 
monotonicity of the operator Tand the "curvature" of the set M expressed in terms 
of the second derivatives of the functions involved in the boundary conditions. As 
a limit case, for linear boundary conditions, the "curvature" is equal to zero and we 
get the global uniqueness without any additional condition. 
1. DEFINITION OF THE WEAK SOLUTION 
We start with some notation. 
Let <a, b> be a closed bounded interval in Rt. We denote by W
1'2((<a, b)) the 
Sobolev space of functions, square integrable together with their first derivatives; 
FV1,2(<a, b>) is well known to be a Hilbert space — see [1]. 
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Let C(<a, b>) be the space of functions defined and continuous on <a, by, 
C*(<a, b>) and C2(<a, b>) the space of functions defined and continuous together 
with their first or first and second derivatives on <a, b>, respectively. 
Further we denote 
/dui v« : —. du 
dx 
H = [L 2 «a , b})J , V = [ H ^
2 « a , b»J , C = [C«a, fc»]» 
with the scalar product and the norms 
^
b n 
£w.(x)v . (x)dx, 
||W||H = (W, w) for u,veH, 
\Mv = M\2H + ||Vwfl£ for W G F , 
||w||c = max ( max (|w£(x)|)) 
i= 1,...,« xe<a,fc> 
For v G V* we denote the value of v at a point w e V by <v, w>; if v G H, we can 
write (v, w) instead of <v, w> — see [2], 
Hvll* = sup |<v, w>| 
ueV,\\u\\v=l 
Let us have positive integers m, n, 1 ^ m ^ n — 1; oc, (},y, S e Rn, at = pi = 0 
for i = 1, . . . , m, and real functions h = (hx(x), .., hn(x)), h: <a, b> -> Rn, ft: Rm -> 
-> Pi for i = m + 1, . . . , n; F = F(x, £, w): <a, b> x K„ x Rn -> Hj. 
We shall solve problem (1), (2): 
(1) at(x, w(x), Vw(x)) (#*•(*> u(x), Vw(x))) = h,(x) for i = 1, . . . , n ; 
dx 
XG <a, b> , 
with boundary conditions 
(2) ut(a) = f(wi(a),..., wm(a)) + a f , 
Ut(b) = fi(ux(b),..., wm(b)) + & for i = m + 1, ..., n 
and 
fl£(fl, w(a), Vw(a)) + yt + £ ( a / a , "(a), Vw(a)) + y,) ̂ - (wi(a),..., wm(a)) = 0 
J=m+1 O^ 
ai(M(I>),V«(/>)) + <5i + £ (aJ.(fc,«(fe),V«(b)) + ^.)^(u1( />) , . . . ,U m(f , )) = 0 
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for i = 1, . . . , m, where 
ôF дF 
<*&, { , ! / ) = — (*, £, w) , ař(x, £, w) = — (X, ţ, ľj) 
ðői ðiy, 
for i = 1, . . . ,n ; x e < a , b>; £, w e K„. 
Now we can define 
(i) a functional I: V-> Rt by I(u) = F(x, u(x), Vu(x)) dx, 
n 
(ii) a linear functional d on C by d(u) = £ (o*f uf(b) — ŷ  uf(a)). 
i = l 
Let the following assumptions be fulfilled: 
(1.1) heH; 
(1.2) FeC2«a,fe> x K„ x *„); 
(1.3) I(u) is a continuous functional on V which has the Frechet derivative S, S: V-> 
-» V*, and there exists a constant L > 0 such that 
(i) |I(u)| = L(l + ||u||
2), 
(ii) \\S(u)\\* = L(l + Hull) for ueV; 
(1.4) there exists a constant K > 0 such that the operator S is strictly monotone 
on V with the constant K, i.e. 
<S(u) - S(u), u - u> = K||u - u||
2 for u, ue V; 
( l .5) f / e C
2 (K m ) for i = m+ l,...,n; 






(«) ^ A, 
for i = m + 1,..., n; 7, fc = 1,..., m; £ e £„.. 
Remark 1.1. It is easy to show that 
<S(«), «>> = f £ [ g (*, «(x), Vu(*)) v, + ~ (x, u(x), V«(*)) ^ 1 dx 
for u,veV. 
Remark 1.2. A sufficient condition for the validity of (1.3), (1.4) is, for instance, 
the existence of real constants c l s c2 such that 
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(i) max(|F(*,0,0)|, 
x e < a , b}, 







c_ for ř = 1, ...,n; 
for i , i = 1,..., n; xe <a, b}, £„ne Rn, 
õ2F Õ2F 
drji dnj 
( * , Z, lj) 
) s 
("O t [ ( ^ ( » . c i ) - ^ ( * . í . * ) ) ( « . - í.) + 
— (*, í . f ) - — (*> & 5) ) (»ÍI - í i ) = 
+0 
= c2 Z [({i " £i)2 + (it - i/.)2] for «, n, I i/ 6 -?.; x e <«, fc>. 
i = l 
Remark 1.3. It is obvious that (h, u) defines a continuous functional on V for 
heH. 
Lemma 1.1. The identical imbedding of JV1,2(<a, b>) into C(<a, b>) or of V 
into C is completely continuous and ||w||c = cflft||u||, where cab = max (x /(b — a) , 
i/V(b - a)). 
Proof. See [4]. 
Remark 1.4. As an easy consequence of this lemma we obtain that d(u) defines 
a continuous functional on V. 
Lemma 1.2. Let u,veV. Then uv e V and \\uv\\ ^ cfl>-.||w|| |H|-





= f [ + |ś иГ] d x-Г[ "н 
2 i i? -. \du\ 
. \v\2 + 2 — . 
1 ' dx 
dţ_ 
dx 
Using Lemma 1.1 we can estimate, for instance, 
C"\du\ Idol , , , , , . , ( v . i , M / r i d « |
2 , V ' 2 
— . — . u . \v\ dx < max u(x) . max \v(x)\ . ( I — dx ) 
] a \dx\ \dx\
 M M -«<«,»> ' V n *.<«,»> ' W | VJ. M ) 
(llSf^Г-^1"1"1^1"11"' 2««,»» 
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The other terms are estimated similarly. 
Remark 1.5. It is well known that there exists an equivalent norm ||. j | e in Vsuch 
that the space Vwith the norm ||. | |e is a Banach algebra, i.e., \uv\e ^ \\
u\\e > \\v\\e 
for w, v e V. 
Lemma 1.3. Let (1.5), (1.6) be fulfilled. Thenft(u(x)), dfjd^j (u(x)) e W
1 ' 2 « a , b» 
for u e V; i = m + 1, ..., n; j = 1, ..., m. 
Proof. The assumptions (1.5) yield tha t f ( . ) , 3f../3£y(.) fulfil the Caratheodory 
conditions and we get that f(u(.)), dfijd^j(u(.)) are measurable. The assumption 
(1.6) implies 
dUJ||W1'2«a,6» £(/ř(«(x)))|
2Jdx< =£[IЯФ))І 2 
= c Ґ[A?(І +1ЬMľ) + i Џ(«(*))Şf]d* = 
J„ L J=l l = m+lðţj áx\ J 
cťj" (- + І (KMľ + | ^ ' | 2 ) ) d* = <*?((* -a) + ||«|ľ) < + < 
Similar estimates hold for the derivatives, which completes the proof. 
Let us denote 
M = { u € V | t i j ( a ) = L ( « ( a ) ) + a j , 
««(-•) = fi«b)) + pt for i =- m + 1,...,»} , 
00 
аnd for u є V, 
M„ = í,eV|t;i(a) = f;^(«(a)),y(a), 
m /¥. 
».(-•) = Z 77 ("(ft)) pX-0 for * -= m + 1, • • •• » I 
Remark 1.6. The values ut(a) and uf(b) are taken in the sense of Lemma 1.1. 
Now we can introduce 
Definition 1.1. We say that u e Vis a weak solution of the problem (1), (2) iff 
(i) ueM, 
(ii) <5(w), v> - (h, v) - d(v) = 0 for all v e Mu. 
Remark 1.7. It can be easily checked by integrating by parts that for u e 
e [C2(<a, b>)]" the weak solution and the classical one coincide. 
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2. EXISTENCE OF A WEAK SOLUTION 
We prove that the functional J attains its minimum on the set M. Then we define 
a set Ntt of curves in M passing through this point of minimum. It can be easily 
checked that v = dw/dt(t, . ) | r = 0 e M u for every w(t, . ) eN u . Conversely, we have 
to prove that for every veMu there exists WENU such that v = dwjdt (t, .)\t=0. 
Then we can use Euler's necessary condition for the existence of the minimum of 
J(w(., xj) and prove the existence of a weak solution. 
Let us denote 
J(w) = I(w) - (h, u) - d(u) for w e V, h e II . 
Remark 2.1. It is obvious that J(.) is a continuous functional on V as I(.) is and 
that the Frechet derivative T of J exists, <T(w), v> = <S(w), v> — (h, v) — d(v) for 
w, v e V. 
Remark 2.2. In what follows we shall denote subsequences of a sequence {nw} 
again by {"w}. 
Lemma 2.1. Let (1.5), (1.6) be fulfilled. Then 
(i) M is not empty, 
(ii) Uc = [u e M\ |jw]| = c} is weakly compact for c > 0. 
Proof. 
(i) For x e <a, by we put 
ut(x) = 0 for i = l , . . . , m: 
ut(x) = ft(0) + ^ - ? Pi + — — a, for i = m + 1,. . . , n. 
b — a b — a 
It is clear that w e M. 
(ii) Let c > 0, c arbitrary but fixed. Let {"w} c Uc. From the reflexivity of V we get 
that there exist w e V and a subsequence {nu} such that nu -* w in V, || w|| S c. 
Using Lemma 1.1 we get that Uc is compact in C, i.e. we can again choose 
a subsequence such that nu -> w in C. Then for i = m + 1, . . . , n the inequalities 
|fi,(a) - / , ( « ( - ) ) - «,| ^ |t7,(«) - Bu,(a) - / ^ ( a ) ) + f£u{a))\ ^ \U(a) -
- >u£a)\ + |L(«(a)) - f ( "u(a) ) | hold. 
With regard to (1.5) we obtain that the term on the right hand side of the last 
inequality tends to zero for n -> oo. Analogously for the point b, i.e. w e M. 
Lemma 2.2. Let us suppose that (1.1) —(1.6) hold. Then 
(i) the functional J:V-*Rl is weakly lower semicontinuous, i.e. 
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J(u) .^ lim inf J(nu) for {nu} c V, nu-± u in V, 
n->oo 
(ii) the functional J is weakly coercive, i.e. lim J(u) = + oo. 
Hud-XX) 
Proof. Fix arbitrary u, ue V. With the help of (1.4) we get 
{T(u) - T(u), u - u> = <S(u) - S(u), u - u> = K||u - u||
2 , i.e. , 
the operator 7Ms strictly monotone. The assertions (i), (ii) are standard consequences 
of this fact. For the proof see [2], [5]. 
Lemma 2.3. Let (1.1) —(1.6) hold. Then J attains its minimum on M. 
Proof. Let w be an arbitrary element from the set M. The coerciveness of the func-
tional J implies the existence of a constant c > 0 such that 
||uj| = C => J(u) > J(w) -r- 1 . 
Write 
Uc = { u e M | |[u|| = c ) . 
If the minimum exists, it clearly cannot lie outside the set Uc. Therefore we have 
inf J(v) = inf J(v). 
veM veUc 
Putting 
inf J(u) = m , 
veUc 
we can find a minimizing sequence {nu} c Uc, J(
nu) -» m. Lemma 2.2 implies that 
there exist ueUc and a subsequence (
nu), nu --> u. 
Since J is weakly lower semicontinuous, we obtain 
m = lim J(nu) = lim inf J(nu) = J(u) , 
W-+00 n->oo 
therefore J(u) = m and J attains its minimum at the point u, which was to prove. 
For e > 0 we put 
Nu = { w e [ C
1 « - e , e » - ^ V] j w ( r , x ) e M for f e < - e , e > , 
w(0, x) = u(x) for x € <a, b>) . 
Lemma 2.4. Lei* ueM. Then for v e Mu there exists w e Nu such that 
dWijdt^tX^o = vt(x) for i = l, . . . , n ; x e <a, b> . 
Proof. We choose veMu arbitrary but fixed. For te( — s, e>; x e <a, b> put 
wt(t, x) = uf(x) + t vt(x) for i = 1, . . . , m ; 
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w.(', x) = L(w(t, x)) + if,(x) - ft(u(xj) + 
+ t (»<(*) -t^«x))vj(x)\ for i = m + 1,..., » . 
Obviously w e V and 
(i) wf(0, x) = wf(x) for i = l , . . . , m; x e <a, b>, 






= Vi(x) for ř = 1,..., m; x є <a, í>>, 
+ Ф) . j | M , , , ) ) й i M 
=o 1=i^y ðř í = 0 
õft 
~ Z TT (WW) *>/*) = vi(x) for i = w + 1, .. . , n; x e <a, b>, 
J=i3{j 
(hi) for te < —e, e>, i = m + 1, . . . , w we have 
w,(t, ^ = ./>('> a)) + u,(a) - f(u(a)) + 
+ t {via) - £ g (u(fl)) v,(a)) = ff(w(t, a)) + a. 
Analogously for the point b. 
Theorem 2.1. Let (1.2)-(1.6) hoW. Then for h e H, a,P,y,5e Rn, OL{ = p. = 0 
for i = m + 1, . . . , n, there exists a weak solution of the problem (1), (2). 
Proof. Let the functional J attain its minimum on M at the point iieM, We 
choose v e Ma arbitrary but fixed. From Lemma 2.4 we get that for this v e Ma 
there exists w e Na such that 
Swj(t, x) 
dt 
= vt(x) holds for i = 1, . . . , n ; xe <a, fe> . 
ř = 0 
Euler's necessary condition yields 
0 = -j(w(t,x)) = (T(W(0, X)), 
í = 0 \ 
õw(t, x)\ 
õt 1 = 0 
= <T(й), i>> = <S(ű), v} - (h, v) - d(v) . 
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3. APR1ORI ESTIMATE OF THE NORM OF THE WEAK SOLUTION 
We get an apriori estimate using the weak lower semicontinuity and the weak 
coerciveness of the functional J. We cannot use the estimate inf J(v) g \J(0)\ o n M 
because we do not know whether the set M includes a zero element, therefore we have 
to construct an element "similar to zero". 
For the sake of brevity we put 
D = H|*, 
E = \ \ h \ \ H , 
B = max (max(|ai|, \pt\)), 
i = m+ l,...,n 
Aj = - - ( L + E+ D + 1), 
K 
A2 = L+E+D + LAl , 
A*=(n- m)l(b - a) (X, + 2Bf + - ^ 1 - 1 , 
A4 = A,(l + A2) + L(2 + A\) + (E + D) A3 , 
where the constants L, K, k1 were defined in (1.3), (1.4) and (1.6). 
R e m a r k 3 . L I t i s easy to prove by means of Lemma 1.1 that 
D = catb 2n max (max (|O\|, \yt\)) . 
i= 1,...,/! 
Now we can formulate 
Theorem 3.1. Let the assumptions (1.1) —(1.6) be fulfilled. Let u be a weak solution 
of the problem (1), (2). Then 
||w| fg max(l , Al9 A4) . 
Proof. Let u be a weak solution, ||w|| > max (1, Ax). 
First of all we define w e M: 
wt(x) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , m ; x e (a , b) , 
x — a b — x 
w,(x) = j;(0) -\ ^ H a, for i = m + 1, ..., n ; x e <a, fc> . 
ft — a b — a 
We shall prove the following inequalities (i)—(v): 
(i) - i -<T(u) , u> ^ 1 for ||u|| Z At. 
II" II 
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The assumptions (1.3), (1.4) and Remarks 1.3, 1.4 yield 
<T(u), u> = {S(u), u> - (h, u) - d(u) = 
= (S(u) - S(0), u> + <S(0), u> - (h, u) - d(u), 
hence 
<T(u), u> = X||u|l
2 -(L+E+D) flufl = ||u[] [K||иfl - (L + £ + £>)] , i.e. 
Җ ^ > = [ X | | u | f - ( L + E + D)] = l for H«| ГS -4- . 
(ii) sup ||T(u)||* = A2 
uBV,\\u\\éA, 
Using 1.3 and the previous inequality we obtain 
sup 117(11)11, = sup { sup |<5(u), i>> - (h, v) - d(v)\} ^ 
ueV,\\u\\_\At veV,\\v\\_Zl I I S K , | M I = M 





= L(l + A.) + E + D = A2 . 
IMÍ = ^з • 
ikll2 = - f i \(m + r^e< + ~ •) + k*- - r-)> -
Jař=m+iL\ b-a b-a J \b - a b - a) _\ 
^lS^+2BY+&]dx" 
<; („ _ m)f"(í, - fl)(A. + 2B)
2 + J ^ - l = A2 . 
J(u) = - L - A,A2 + ||u|| - Ax. 
(p(t) = J(tu). 
<p(í) = q>(0) + (p'(s)ds, i.e. 
(iv) 
Let us wгite 
By means of (1.3) we get 




= - L - A,A2 + ||M|| - At . 
(V) H I - ^ 4 . 
For w defined above we get 
||u | | - L - AX(A2 + 1) = J(u) = inf J(v) = |J(w)| = 
veAf 
g L(l + ||w||2) + E||w|| + D||w|| g L(l + A\) + (E+ D)A3, i.e. 
||w|| ^ L(2 + A23) + At(l + A2) + (E + D) A3 = A4 , 
which was to prove. 
4. UNIQUENESS OF THE WEAK SOLUTION 
Let u, u be two weak solutions. We can not use the estimate 
0 = <Г(u) - T(й), и - й> ^ ]|и - SP 
as in the case when M is a linear manifold, because the space of the test functions 
depends on the weak solution and the equality is not valid. We have to construct 
functions v e Mu, v e Ma such that 
<T(u), t ;>-<T(u) ,v> = A | | u - ufl
2, 
where k depends on the distance of the sets Mu, Ma and the "curvature" of the set M 
at the point u. 
Let us denote 
Us(u) = {u e M\ IU - u|| =" s] for s E Rt , 
k(s, u) = sup j max ( l ^ L (u{a)) , J%- (u(b)) )} , 
j,k = l m 
A5 = mci 
and the linear function 
,íЛ„-m)J(4{Ь-a) + ±ý 
P(x) = A5\Lx + 2(L + E + D)\ . 
Theorem 4.1. Let (1.1)—(1.6) be fulfilled and let He M be a weak solution of the 
problem (i), (2). Let there exist s0 > 0 such that 
(4.1) X(s0, u)<
 K 
P(2\u\ + s0) 
Then there exists exactly one weak solution in USo(u). 
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Proof. Let u, ue Vbe two weak solutions, ||u — u|| ^ 50, u + u. For x e <a, b>; 
i = 1, ..., n we define 
v.(x) = m(x) - ut(x) + w((x) , 
v.(x) = Ui(x) - Ui(x) + w{x), 
where 
Wi(x) = wt(x) = 0 for i = 1, ..., m ; xe <a, b> , 
wiM - - j ^ v X - ) ) -/«(-(-)) - I J («(«))(«/-) - «X-))) -
b - a j=i d£j 
- *-^ (fi(u(b)) - fi(Kb)) - t
 3£(u(b))(uj(b) - uj(b))), 
b — a j = i c£j 
H*) - - r - 5 v>(«)) - /<(«(«)) - 1 77 ("(«)) («X«) - f i / - ) ) ) -
b - a 7=1 GCy 
- ^ (f(u(b)) -f(u(b)) - £ dA (u(b)) (Uj(b) - u,(b))) 
b - a v=i 5^. 
for / = m + 1, ..., n; x e <a, b>. 
It is easy to prove that v e M, v e Ma. 
From the Mean Value Theorem see e.g. [3] — and the assumptions (1.5), (1.6) 
we get that there exist real numbers tij9 riJtke(0, l)
m for i = 1, ..., m; j , k = 
= m + 1, ..., n such that 
fi(u(a)) - fi(ii(a)) - £ g - («(«)) (uj(a) - «/«)) 
; = i ^ , -
= 1 
1=1 
| ҷ « > ) + ř ; ,/«(a)-«>)))- |Ҷ«(a)) 
ðíy дtj 
\Uj(a) - w,.(a)| ^ 
m m 
-SІ I 
j = 1 k = 1 
| % ( « ( a ) + r , , д ( l - t i ; J ) ( « ( a ) - « ( a ) ) ) 
\dtj d£k 
• |WXa) - QAa)\ • |WXa) - #fc(a)| = m 2 A(5> fi) • Clb\\U - " 
Analogous estimates hold for the other terms in w, w. 
Now we can estimate 
<=™+W«lL 
b — x 
b — a 
(fi(u(a))-flü(a))-
- Z J j («(-)) («Л«) - й](a))) - ^ — a (fi(м(!>)) " f{ü(b)) 
j=i дţj b - a 
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- I § («(*)) Mb) ~ *j(b)))]2 + T r 1 - (/.(«(«)) " /«««)) -
- £ f («(«)) («/«) - ";(«))) - ^ (j>(&)) " /.WO) ~ 
/= i 3 ^ b - a 
-l^HbMuAb)-^)))^^^ 
g(n-m) m4^4,, A2(s, 3) ||M - M||4 . f |~4 + (—^—) 1 dx = 
^ (n - m) m^4,, ["4(6 - a) + —-—1 • ^2(s, &) ||« - S||* • 
Analogous result holds for w, i.e. 
| | w | | ^ A 5 A ( S , M ) | M - M | |
2 . 
From Definition 1.1 we obtain 
0 = <S(M), t>> - <5(M), V} = <T(M), u - u + w} - (h, u - u + w) -
- d(u — u + w) — <T(#), M — M + w> + (h, u — u + w) + d(u — u + w) = 
= <T(M) - T(u), U- U) + <T(M), W> - <T(M), W> - (h, W) + 
+ (h, w) - d(w) + d(w) ^ K\\u - u\\2 - L(\ + ||M||) . ||w|| -
- L(l + \\u\) . H | - EH - E\\w\\ - D\w\\ - D^\\ > K\\u - M||2 -
- A5 A(s0, M) IU - M||
2 [L(2 + 2||M|| + s0) + 2E + 2D] = 
= ||M-M||2[K-A(S0,M)P(2||t7|| + S0)], 
which contradicts (4.1). 
Corollary 4.1. Let (l.l)-(1.6) hold. Let X(s0, 0) < K/P(2s0), where s0 = A4, A4 
having been defined in Section 3. Then there exists exactly one weak solution of the 
problem (1), (2). 
Proof is obvious. 
Remark 4.1. According to Lemma 1.1 we have 
lim A(||w — #||, u) = A(0, u) , 
Hu-flll-0 
i.e., the uniqueness guaranteed in Theorem 4.1 depends on the local behaviour of the 
functionsf^,..., £m) for i = 1, ..., m at the point €t = wf(a) or ^ = wf(b). 
Remark 4.2. Letff be linear functions. Then A(s, u) = 0, (4.1) is fulfilled and we 
have the global uniqueness of the weak solution. 
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5. REGULARITY OF THE WEAK SOLUTION 
Theorem 5.1. Let (1.1) —(1.6) be fulfilled and let u be the weak solution. Let (4.1) 
hold and 
(5.1) 5i = yi = 0 for i = l , . . . ,n , 
(5.2) there exists ax > 0 such that 
n n f)2p n 
I I T—I- (*> 5, >/) >/.>,; = «i I h | 2 
i = ij = idr]idrjj i = i 
for x e <a, b>, £, */ e £„, 
(5.3) fhere exists a2 > 0 such fhaf 
d2F 
(*> & n) < a2 fora// xє<я, b}9 ţ9цєRn. drii drij 
Then u e [C1«a, b»]\ 
Proof. Let us define a function P: <a, b> -> Rn9 
Pt(x) = äfe, u(x), Vи(x)) - ľ [в,(ř,и (ť), Vu(í)) - h(()] dř, 
where ai9 a{ were defined in Section 1. 
Let 
and 
l c a = pt(x) dx 
b - aja 
"i(-)=rwo-cJ-'-
The assumptions (1.1) —(1.3) yield that v e V. It can be readily checked that vt(a) 
- vt(b) = 0 for i = 1,..., H, therefore t; e MM (Mu is a linear subspace). 
Using Definition 1.1 and Green's theorem we can write 
0 = <T(u), v> - (h9 v) = f £ L ( x , u(x)9 Vu(x)) vt(x) + 
+ a{x9u(x)9 Vu(x))-^ - h.(x) t>.(x)l dx = 
dx J 
= J * Z U(*> « ( 4 V M W ) - J* M'> M(0> Vw(0) - *(0) d<] ̂  d* = 
= P £ n*) (pi(*) - *t) d* = f £ (pi(x) - ^2 d* > 
Ja '=- Ja '=1 
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hence Pf(x) = ct a.e. and 
a, (x, w(x), Vu(x)) = J (at (t, u(t), Vu(t)) - h(t)) dt + c, a.e. 
Now we can define a function G: <a, b> x Rn -> Rn, Gt(x, z) = at(x, u(x), z) — 
- J* (af(t, w(t), Vw(r)) - h(t)) dt - cf for all x e <a, &>, z 6 £n. 
Let us choose x0 e <a, 6> arbitrary but fixed. The assumtpions (1.1) —(1.3) and 
(5.1)-(5.3) yield 
(i) there exists z0 e Rn such that G(x0, z0) = 0, 
(ii) (G)2 (x0, z0 , .) is a continuous isomorphism of Rn onto Rn, 
(iii) (G)2 (x, z, j ) is continuous as a mapping # ! x Rn to L(P„, Pn). 
The Implicit Function Theorem implies that there exists a neighbourhood U of the 
point x0 and a function z:U -+ Rn such that G(x, z(x)) = 0 on U and z is a continuous 
function on U. The local uniqueness yields z(x) = Vu(x) a.e., i.e. u e [^C1^, b>)]". 
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